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Wealth Built on Theft 
 
Stealing from Indians has been key, since the beginning, for building wealth and power, within 
government, corporations and within families.  Especially families that claim “Old Money” and 
who turn up their noses at “Nouveau Riche” (new wealth).  
 
Stealing the lands gave government power. Forcing Human Beings to live within the confines of 
a ‘reservation’ and not allowing them to own weapons (lest they become hostile), meant that 
they could not hunt to feed themselves. It made them dependent on their ‘keepers’ who 
rationed food to them, much of which was tainted, spoiled, inedible.   
 
Not being allowed off the reservation to hunt, fish or gather, created a form of Concentration 
Camp that was later emulated by Hitler in his Concentration camps and his Death Camps. He 
acknowledged he got the idea from American government, on how to implement it, enforce it 
and use it to his advantage.   
 
Everyone that entered Hitler’s camps were stripped of their belongings, even wedding rings, all 
their clothing, and of course – their rights.  I know, if I had not said “Hitler’s Camps” you all 
woulda thought I was talking about Trump’s Border Camps, right? Same same.  Concentration 
Camps had gone out of style after we defeated the Nazis in Germany back in 1948… and he’s 
bringing it back. Whadda guy! (*Vendor barks at the stadium crowd: “Git yer Red Hats! Red 
Hats! Git yer Red Hats!”) 
 
Face it folks, We ARE the BAD Guys in the world right now. We’ve aligned ourselves with the 
worst Authoritarian Rulers and knee-capped our allies: The ones that took our side in WWI, 
WWII and every ill-thought out debacle in the Middle East. They put their Blood and Treasure 
on the line with us, and now, we spit in their faces.  Hello Putin! *Big Smile* and “Love Letters” 
to Kim Jung Un.  This is how the World sees us now.  
 
But, I digress. Sort of. How did we become this monstrous clown shadow of our former 
respectable selves?  I will suggest it was always there, like a cancer that we ignored in all it’s 
forms: Racism, Misogyny, Bigotry and key to making it all metastasize, IGNORANCE.  
 
Indians got moved from one patch of land to another. Each time something of value, something 
that could build wealth was found to be on that patch, they were removed and re-moved to yet 
a different patch, something that appeared at first look, to contain nothing of any value.  
 
If the land contained valuable timbers, or fishing waters–– moved. If valuable minerals were 
discovered –– moved.  And each time, some resource extraction corporation with good 
connections to Federal and/or State government was allowed in to exploit those resources for 
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their own wealth accumulation, which they in turn shared with people in power or seeking 
power, by virtue of “campaign donations” and outright bribes.   
 
When the Railroad decided they wanted to cut through Indian Country, disrupting the 
migration of buffalo and other wild life, government and corporations designed a twofer.  
 
They would hire “hunters” who did nothing more than slaughter and lay waste to vast herds of 
buffalo, which had been the main source of survival and prosperity for tribes, and that would 
further impoverish those tribes, leaving them more dependent on government ‘charity’.  
 
Government Charity, since it’s made to sound as if those receiving bare necessities are ‘takers’ 
works this way: “Federal/State government strips you of every means to survive, takes your 
wealth for themselves, steals your lands, and then doles out a pittance, while pushing the 
stereotype that you are lazy, stupid, savage, unclean, and worst of all, a TAKER.  You are 
portrayed as the burden to others.  
 
A man comes in, takes over your house, dumps your food to spoil, kills your dog, won’t let you 
leave, and then tells everyone you are one stopping them from having more for themselves.  
Your neighbors resent you, spit on you, look the other way while your children are taken from 
you. Try to explain or protest the Injustice and you are mocked in the Press.  That’s essentially 
how this works.  
 
Oops! Oil! 
 
Some of the worthless patches of land that Indians were herded onto, turned out to not be so 
worthless.  Oil. Lots and lots of oil.  Being on Federal Lands, as all Indian Country is, the BLM and 
BIA had final say over who could pump oil and who could bid on it and all that stuff. See? Even 
when it is YOUR land by Treaty, you have no real say over it.  
 
The oil in the ground, many in the tribes were told, would make them wealthy beyond their 
dreams. That would please the government who could not “unburden” themselves of the 
obligations for things like housing, medical, education, infrastructure. Win-Win, right?  
 
But, having the tribes economically independent of the government would create a profound 
imbalance in the Mediocre White Man Narrative.  Corporations, partnered with government to 
remove the oil from the land and then to compensate the Tribes, or in cases where Individual 
Tribal Members owned their own patches of land, compensate them directly with a monthly 
check, a royalty on the resources being extracted. Sadly, it was more the Honor System as no 
one in the Tribes and especially those individual owners, had no way to know if the calculation 
were correct or not.  
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At first, the checks came in fat, sassy and on time. People were happy. But it wasn’t long before 
the checks began to dwindle, down from thousands of dollars to mere pennies in some cases, 
and you never knew when or if a check was coming.   
 
I know a family that was promised big checks as their property was dead center of a massive 
strike.  Papers were signed, but the deal never went through. Next report said that there was 
no oil under their property. But right next to their fence line, literally a few feet, were drilling 
rigs. Supposedly they were drilling on that property, not my friend’s property.  They were ‘slant 
drilling’, directly under the fence line, robbing one family, saying they had a right to the oil 
because papers were signed but didn’t have to pay for it because the drill wasn’t on their land.  
 
The poverty was grinding. No checks, no audits, just outright robbery.  
 
One woman fought the oil companies. In 2009 she got a massive settlement for the tribes, $3 
Billion. Sounds like a lot, but it was a fraction of what they were owed. And, after the 
government handled the settlement, the BIA and the BLM, nobody I know received a dime.   
 
Even when it’s your money, they take it away from you. That was just one settlement. There 
were a few others under the Obama Administration. He ordered his Department of Justice to 
settle all the cases that had been languishing in the courts for decades.  
 
The government paid the settlements, not the Oil Companies. Even when they are guilty and 
they lose in court, we pay.  
 
Now, examine some Old Money, the Koch Brothers and how they made their billions. 
Remember that because of the wealth they stole, the resources they exploited and the people 
who suffered, the Kochs have accumulated enough wealth to buy the Congress they want, and 
they buy the curriculum and the professors at Universities who will teach what they want 
taught and they won’t teach what would be ‘offensive’ to the Kochs, like Climate Change, which 
has currently escalated to Climate Crisis.  
 
Shorter version: Steal the resources (mostly from the Indians) and use your wealth to get the 
government as your accomplice, pay no taxes, government pays your settlements, rob the rest 
of us.   
 
You think it’s only happening to “them” but it’s really happening to all of us.  
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Now, For The Kids 
 
Human Trafficking is more lucrative than drug trafficking. Child trafficking is more lucrative than 
trafficking teenagers or adults. That’s a fact.  
 
We have agencies that are supposed to protect children from neglect or exploitation, but they 
don’t really do much of a job at it.  The heads of these agencies are political appointees, not 
merit assignments.  We’ve seen how the ACF literally treated Mandated Reports as a threat to 
their existence.  
 
Children at the Border are being stolen from their parents, tormented, neglected in ways that if 
we saw animals being treated that way, we’d report them and expect massive police presence 
to free them and get them to safety.  But it continues. It’s ignored by the ACF, HHS, and mocked 
by Republicans.  At over $20,000 per child, per month, paid to a corporation who bought 
influence with the Republican Administration, there’s money to be made. Further, by 
deliberately shredding the paperwork on these kids, reunification with their families is near 
impossible.  The kids are given to an agency, one run by Betsy DeVos, who then assigns them to 
adoptive parents.  
 
DeVos’s adoption agency is private, and for some reason, that means there is less oversight on 
how these adoptions are handled. Look up what it costs to adopt a child. Hundreds of 
thousands of dollars for a child is not uncommon. And we have no idea who is adopting them. 
Pedophiles? Why not? They seem to be very popular these days. At least six pedophiles are 
connected to Donald Trump, so far. Good friends! 
 
But, that’s “their” kids, right? Never happen to your family? Think again. A School District in 
Pennsylvania is sending home letters to parents saying that if they fail to pay their children’s 
cafeteria bills, in full, their children will be removed and put into Foster Care. Yeah, for less than 
$20, your children can be taken from you and put into a system where you can’t find them.  
 
They feel pretty confident that the government will support them in their efforts to take your 
children away from you. Bet now you’re wishing maybe you had looked a little closer at the 
precedents being set in Indian Country where children were being stolen, neglected and sold to 
unqualified adopters. Paperwork Shredded. Precedent established. If it happens on Federal 
land, or in Federal Court, it becomes precedent, and that means it can happen everywhere.  
 
Children were removed from good and safe Foster families and placed with sexual predators 
and the reasons were always MONEY.  
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Now, see if a $20 lunch bill is in your future. You know what’s next? Parking fines. Traffic 
tickets. Overdue car rentals. Your kids are up for grabs now. Our kids are up for grabs. And the 
government is not on your side.  
 
Close Call? The Child Protective Services says they would never do this. They would never 
remove a child for an unpaid bill. But that’s not the premise which the school threatened to 
have them turned in.  
 
The premise would be neglect. And they would have to respond. And the parents would no 
doubt have to get an attorney to defend themselves. If parents can’t afford $20 or more a week 
for a lunch bill, how much will they be able to afford the attorney and court costs?  
 
That a Federal Agency, a school (Betsy DeVos runs the Department of Education) would feel 
comfortable in making this threat, in writing, on official letterhead, means this is what they 
WANT to do.  It means they plan to.  
 
I dunno. How short of a line is it from removing children from refugees and selling them on the 
open market, to removing children over a lunch bill and putting them into the system… when 
Betsy DeVos stands to profit? I’m exaggerating. I hope I’m exaggerating.  Then again, I never 
thought we’d see actual concentration camps manned by our own gestapo, in our country.  I 
never thought I’d see Nazis parading out in the open. Nazis descended from the men and 
women who fought the Nazis in WWII.  It’s a strange world, isn’t it?  
 
Hold your children close.  This was just a test. But so was everything in Indian Country. It’s just 
happening everywhere now. Hold ‘em close.   
 
 
Take Away Their Rights 
 
Trump just empowered ICE and CBP to take anyone off the street, and if they can’t prove that 
they are citizens, or that they have been in the country legally for two years, they can be 
deported on the spot. No hearing. No lawyer. Nothing.  
 
Ask yourself, “what kind of paperwork would I have to carry to prove I am a citizen and that I 
have been here for two years?”  
 
Doesn’t matter. They can snag you out of your house, your car, or your job. You present your ID 
and they can tear it up and say you never offered it. What will you do? Demand your rights? 
From whom? You won’t see a judge, get a phone call, and no attorney. Your word against 
theirs.  
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You think this is to expedite throwing people out of the country? Sure! Why not? Take away 
THEIR Rights… but in so doing, your Rights are also gone. You have no way to prove who you 
are if they destroy your papers. They’re already shredding paperwork on children to deny 
parents their rights. Shredding official documents is the rule, the rule applies to you as well.  
 
You see? Rights protect ALL of us, or they protect none of us. Your neighbor got a grudge 
against you? Phones ICE? Or even bribes a few CBP buddies to get rid of you, you’re gone. You 
say something that upset the local sheriff? Mayor? Governor? Buh-bye.  
 
So, if you are OK with them losing their rights, it means you are okay with everyone losing their 
rights.  
 
See how that works?  
 
Stealing Your Vote 
This just in. Those voting machines Ivanka got the trademark on (she now controls the software 
used, and gets paid every time you cast a vote) are on their way to the USA. Hand-marked 
Paper Ballots are the only way to ensure your vote is not altered. We’re more like Russia every 
day, eh?  
 
Nobody can fix this mess for us, except for us, each of us, getting involved.  Get informed, get 
involved. Stand up.  The other thing you have to do is to get organized. Strength in unity.   
 
You know where to find me.  
 
~Cat 


